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Real Generated

A man is standing with his body facing towards front. His
head is facing partially left and he is keeping his face
straight. His left hand is folded but his right hand is
straight. He is keeping his left wrist near left hip and his
right wrist near right hip. Both of his legs are straight.

Real Generated

A woman is standing with her body facing towards back.
Her head is facing back and she is keeping her face
straight. Both of her hands are straight. She is keeping
her left wrist near left hip and her right wrist near right hip.
Both of her legs are occluded.

Real Generated

A woman is standing with her body facing towards back.
Her head is facing right and she is keeping her face
straight. Both of her hands are straight. She is keeping
her left wrist near left hip and her right wrist near right hip.
Both of her legs are occluded.

Real Generated

A woman is standing with her body facing towards front.
Her head is facing partially right and she is keeping her
face straight. Her left hand is folded but her right hand is
straight. She is keeping her left wrist near left hip and her
right wrist near right hip. Both of her legs are occluded.

Real Generated

A woman is standing with her body facing towards right.
Her head is facing partially right and she is keeping her
face tilted right. Her left hand is straight but her right hand
is occluded. She is keeping her left wrist near left hip.
Both of her legs are occluded.

Real Generated

A woman is standing with her body facing towards front
left corner. Her head is facing partially left and she is
keeping her face straight. Her left hand is straight but her
right hand is occluded. She is keeping her left wrist near
left hip. Both of her legs are occluded.

Real Generated

A woman is standing with her body facing towards front
right corner. Her head is facing partially right and she is
keeping her face tilted right. Her left hand is folded but
her right hand is straight. She is keeping her left wrist
near left hip and her right wrist near right hip. Her left leg
is straight but her right leg is folded.

Real Generated

A woman is standing with her body facing towards back
right corner. Her head is facing partially right and she is
keeping her face straight. Her left hand is folded but her
right hand is straight. She is keeping her left wrist near
left hip and her right wrist near right hip. Both of her legs
are occluded.

Fig. 1. Additional qualitative results of text to pose generation in stage 1. For each
example, Left: Actual target pose (Ground Truth),Right:Generated pose conditioned
purely on the textual description of the target pose, Bottom: Textual description of
the target pose.
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Fig. 2. Additional qualitative comparison among different pose transfer algorithms.
Keypoint-guided methods tend to produce structurally inaccurate results when the
physical appearance of the target pose reference significantly differs from the condition
image. This observation is more frequent for the out of distribution target poses. The
proposed text-guided technique successfully addresses this issue while retaining the
ability to generate visually decent results close to the keypoint-guided baseline.
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Fig. 3. Additional qualitative results of regressive refinement in stage 2. The refinement
is performed specifically on the facial keypoints (marked with color). Top: Estimated
keypoints from textual description in stage 1. Middle: Refined keypoints in stage 2.
Bottom: Actual keypoints (Ground Truth).
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Fig. 4. Additional qualitative results with and without refinement. Top: Images gen-
erated without refinement. Middle: Images generated with refinement. Bottom: Ac-
tual target images (Ground Truth). The regressive refinement (stage 2) significantly
improves the final generation quality by correcting the spatial coordinates of the key-
points estimated from textual description (stage 1).
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Sex: Man(0) / Woman(1) 

Visibility: Occluded(0) / Visible(1) 
18 Keypoints in OpenPose order

Head Orientation: Any one of six states 
Front, Back, Left, Right, Partially Left, Partially Right

Face Orientation: Any one of three states 
Straight, Tilted Left, Tilted Right

Body Orientation: Any one of eight states 
Front, Back, Left, Right, Front Left, Front Right, Back Left, Back Right

Left Hand State: Any one of three states 
Occluded, Straight, Folded

Right Hand State: Any one of three states 
Occluded, Straight, Folded

Left Wrist position: Nearest of 18 Keypoints 
18 Keypoints in OpenPose order

Right Wrist position: Nearest of 18 Keypoints 
18 Keypoints in OpenPose order

Left Leg State: Any one of three states 
Occluded, Straight, Folded

Right Leg State: Any one of three states 
Occluded, Straight, Folded

Fig. 5. The layout of the many-hot encoding vector in the proposed DF-PASS dataset.
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Fig. 6. Text-assisted 180◦ interpolation in standing pose using the proposed method.
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